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**PROGAMS**

**Building Maintenance**

**HVAC Specialist**

*AM/PM Schedules

---

**SUCCESS**

**Negussie Habteyes**  
Building Maintenance (BM)

Negussie Habteyes enrolled in Building Maintenance. Like many immigrants he learned a new language and worked while attending school. He is proud that he achieved his goal of completing the Building Maintenance program and improving his language skills. Negussie landed a job working for Avalon Bay Communities after graduation.

---

**Enroll TODAY, Change your life for TOMORROW**

- [cetweb.edu](http://cetweb.edu)
- [703-461-9767](tel:+17034619767)
- [Alexandria@cetweb.edu](mailto:Alexandria@cetweb.edu)
- @AlexandriaCET
- @CETWorks
- [youtube.com/CETworks](https://www.youtube.com/CETworks)